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utility of the d^octri,ne_^L^quaJiIty. He did not base
equality on Natural Law: for Rousseau's claims and
Paine's affirmations that men are born ' free and equal',
or * for freedom and equality ', he had nothing but
contemptuous laughter. He went back to his sovereign
master, pleasure. { Men were born to be happy: that
is the plain dictate of experience. VThere is no need for
a priori assumptions. But it is very soon seen that
^freedom is essential to happiness jf in that sense, and
in that sense alone, were men born for freedom. ^But
there is nothing sacrosanct in freedom : man's liberty
must be limited and conditioned by the ultimate test
of general welfare.*) Bentham was perfectly ready to
be the supreme bureaucrat if it could be demonstrated
that ' Statism ' created happiness ; but he was con-
vinced that individual initiative and freedom were the
essentials of happiness, and that State interference
must be jealously watched. In the same way he
asserted the necessity of treating men as equals—
* Each to count as one, and no one for more than one *.
Once again he rejected the claim to equality on the
grounds of a * Natural Right ', and showed that equality
was a political ' good ', because it was the only practical
way of dealing with large numbers of people. When a
person in authority is dealing with a handful of subjects,
as, for instance, a schoolmaster who has control of a
small class of boys, he can fairly draw distinctions.
The master in awarding rewards and penalties can
bear hi mind that A has done his best, though naturally
slow ; that B has done poorly considering his gifts and
aptitudes ; and that C has worked creditably in view
of the appalling conditions under which He has to do
his home work.
The schoolmaster can so distinguish in his capacity as
ruler, because he has all the available facts in his mind ;

